1. Baxter Tooradin Road is part of the transport strategy as a priority connector road. Dramatic increase in traffic since Peninsula Link opening has lead to excessive impatience, inappropriate and dangerous overtaking (even over double lines), and speeding. As a frequent traveller along this road I am faced with oncoming traffic wandering near or across the centre line, sometimes requiring evasive action from me. These incidences occur on an almost daily basis.

2. Turning right from Warneet Road into Baxter Tooradin Road has become very difficult in afternoon and evening traffic. A roundabout would reduce danger at this intersection. Traffic heading West from the South Gippsland Highway into Baxter Tooradin Road Travel at 100 kph as does traffic heading East along Baxter Tooradin Road. Entering from Warneet Road is fraught with danger.

3. Road Maintenance along Baxter Tooradin Road is very poor. Surface is bumpy, edges are broken and white stripe along edges aren’t visible in the dark. (I personally have replaced 3 windscreens due to damage from this road).
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